
Energy, Forces, Fields, and Systems

Energy
-organic life begins when metabolic processes begin to occur

-in the beginning, some kind of force, catalyst, “miracle” occurred (and continues to
occur) that changes inorganic matter into organic life

-though all theories for the origin of life require a source of energy to promote primordial
chemical reactions, the nature of the energy that drove the emergence of metabolism at
origins is still debated

-4.3 billion years ago: first appearance of liquid water on the Earth
-3.8 billion years ago: simple spontaneous geochemical reactions gave rise to
microbial metabolism which sustains ribosomal protein synthesis and growth

-scientists are still debating how the first microbes arose from the elements

-the nature of this “energy” is still a mystery

Forces
-forces are interactions

-there are four known fundamental interactions that do not appear to be reducible to
more basic interactions

gravitational
-attributed to the curvature of spacetime in Einstein’s special theory of
relativity

electromagnetic
strong nuclear
weak nuclear

-all three attributed to quantum field activity

-gravitational and electromagnetic interactions produce significant long-range forces
whose effects can be seen directly in everyday life

-strong and weak interactions produce forces at minuscule, subatomic distances and
govern nuclear interactions

-just as with energy, forces can only be operationally defined, causality is still in question

Fields
-each of the known fundamental interactions can be described mathematically as fields



-fields exert force on charged particles, causing the particles to attract or repel

-fields are primary

-in classical physics it was thought that charged particles of matter “produced” fields of
energy

-modern quantum physics has shown that it is indeed the other way around

-energy fields of varying subtlety seem to “exist” which exert force on particles of matter

-Quantum Field Theory
-quantum field theory resolves certain issues of causality between fields and
matter
-in quantum field theory, quantum fields do not interact with matter, quantum
fields are matter
-what we perceive as particles are excitations of the quantum field itself

Systems
-a system is a group of interacting or interrelated elements that act according to a set of
rules to form a unified whole

-a system, surrounded and influenced by its environment, is described by its boundaries,
structure and purpose and expressed in its functioning

-with the advent of organic metabolic process, life not only begins but builds upon itself,
organizes into systems

-as a life continues to build upon itself, more and more complex systems arise

In the same way that elementary particles of gross matter occur via fundamental fields of force,
complex organizations of matter, and their associated metabolic processes occur via fields of
force which are more “subtle” than, for example, the electromagnetic force. Here the term
“subtle” means not reducible to atomic particles.

The fields of force “exist” prior to specific organizations, but become evident only when
organized into specific forms, via the excitation of the field.

An analogy to this is when a cloud is formed. The cloud is an organization of water
molecules into a visible form. The water molecules existed prior to the formation of the
cloud but were not visible to the human eye. The field of force that causes water
molecules to cluster into forms exists prior to the event of cloud formation



Fields of force are known in esoteric traditions as Subtle, Astral, Etheric, Psychic, Imaginal, etc.
In esoteric traditions, such fields of force are recognized as existent and causational in a top
down hierarchy, the more complex the organization of matter, the more subtle the field affecting
it.


